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1. INTRODUCTION 
~ 
The low magnetic field (H < 100 Oe.) properties of the high transition 
temperature superconducting copper oxides continues to be of fundamentall 
and technological* interest. Current f undamental interests are concerned 
with the consequences of treating bulk specimens as inhomogeneous, 
granular materials composed of superconducting (SC) regions, i.e. grains, 
clusters of grains, etc., imbedded in a nonsuperconducting host marerial. One 
postulates that in sintered samples the superconducting grains are 
electrically and magnetically coupled and, at a temperature Tcc less than the 
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superconducting transition temperature, T,, of the grains, this coupling 
leads to phase-locking of the grains so as to render the entire sample 
superconducting3. Here one speaks of "fully" SC from the viewpoint that 
macroscopic supercurrents can flow so as to effectively shield the 
macroscopic volume of the sample from chanaez in an externally applied 
magnetic field Le. "perfect" ac shielding. Observation of a reversible 
magnetization curve4*5 and of a specific heat jump6 at T,(H) when the 
sample is cooled in the presence of a magnetic field have been taken as 
independent evidence that in these h g h  Tc oxides the superconducting 
grains per se are exhibitmg a Meissner-Oschenfeld effect? Finnemore et. a15 
showed that the detailed behavior of the magnetization curve could be 
explained if one treated their sintered sample as a collection of uncoupled 
spherical SC grains with dimensions of the order of the zero temperature 
superconducting penetration depth. A(0). Thus one arrives at a model in 
which intergranular supercurrents are responsible for the perfect ac 
shielding properties and supercurrents flowmg on the surface of the grains 
give-rise to the Meissner effect m the grains per se. Since macroscopic 
supercurrents must invotve intergranular current flow, the low values of the 
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critical current density, Jcl in bulk samples and the breakdown of "perfect" 
ac shielding at low values of the ac magnetic field, hacl are viewed as being 
indicative of weak intergranular coupling1? Two mechanisms have been 
singled out as possible sources of this weak coupling1; Josephson tunneling if 
the nonsuperconducting (NSC) host is an insulator or semiconductor and 
proximity effect coupling if the NSC host is metallic. These coupling 
mechanisms which, if operative, govern the low magnetic field properties of 
bulk samples will be dominated by the nature, and width, of the grain 
boundaries present in the bulk material. In addition to these two effects one 
should also allow for the possibility that the intergranular material is a 
superconductor in its own right with somewhat reduced values for T, and J,. 
The granular model is qualitatively consistent with the temperature 
induced magnetic moment observed when the sample is cooled in the 
presence of an externally applied dc magnetic field, H, the so-called field 
cooled (FC) scenario and the temperature dependence of the magnetic . 
moment which results when a dc magnetic field, H, is applied to the sample 
after the sample had been cooled to T < <  T, in zero applied field; the so- 
called zero-field cooled (ZFC) senarid. For small. s 102 &., dc magnetic fields, 
the ZFC and FC data show a temperature region of near coincidence for T less 
than, but close to T,, i.e. t - TIT,, 20.95; thus one again invokes the picture 
of grains which show the Meissner effect and intergranular shielding 
currents which give rise to the observed trapping of magnetic flux. 
There are, however, data which are in apparent conflict with the 
above model. Ginley et.aL9 interpert results of their studies of the effect of 
pressure on the magnetic properties of sintered samples as strong evidence 
for superconducting regions comprised of' a thin superconducting shell 
surrounding a normal metal m e .  If this is so then the Meissner effect 
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not occur. Gracia et. a1.10 interpret their ac magnetic susceptibility data as 
evidence that the superconducting regions are comprised of semiconducting 
and metallic regions with superconductivity being restricted to the 
semiconducting-metallic interfaces. These models conflict with that 
proposed by Finnemore et.al.4; a model subsequently used by Farrell et al.11 
to explain low field, dc magnetic susceptibility data obtained on sintered 
-samples of YBCO. Thus while the granular model of these high Tc oxides is 
generally accepted there are conflicting data with regard to the nature and 
physical makeup of the SC grains (clusters) per se. as well as the effect of the 
intergranular phases. 
As part of a program to fabricate high T, thick films (thickness >)h)  
with enhanced 5,(77 
prepared by different processing routes in order to enhance JE values of the 
values, we have investigated "bulk" samples 
powders to be used in the thick film fabrication. One way to change the 
compostion and physical distribution of the intergranular material, hence the 
intergranular coupling, is high temperature processing (T -z 1 OS0 OC) of 
sintered material. Partial melting occurs at this temperature and the 
subsequent recrystallization from the melt produces dusters of large sized 
rectanguIar grains separated by a second phase matetiall? We have used 
this route to produce sampies of significantly different microstructures with 
similar Tc values but different low magnetic field properties. 
We report here results of our low magnetic field studies of dc magnetic 
sus=pt ibW and ac magnetic susceptibility (lac = x' - if)  of bulk samples 
and .powders. These data are analyzed and compared with the 
microstructures and compositions aC the samples as determined by SEM 
micrographs, X-ray and chemical analysis. Particular emphasis IS given to 
the interpretation of the XU data which have been obtained as function of: 
. 0' 
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I. 
(a) the magnitude and frequency of the ac measuring field, IhaCl and (b )  low 
values of an applied dc magnetic field, H s 220 Oe. 
11. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
A.Sa m ple characterization 
Samples were prepared and characterized according to the procedures 
described in earlier publicationsl*~l? Briefly stated re-calcined powders 
were used to prepare pellets, 1 1  mm in diameter and 2-5 m m  thick, by cold 
pressing, for use in the preparation of the sintered and recrystallized 
samples. The pellets were placed on alumina substrates inside a quartz liner 
in a tube furnance. The system was throughly flushed with oxygen and was 
held in oxygen under atmospheric pressure during the heat treatment of the 
pellets. The peak firing temperature was 990 OC for the sintered specimens 
and 1050 OC for the partially melted ones. In this paper we report data 
obtained on pellets prepared from the same master powder which were then 
fragmented to yield a variety of samples for the different studies carried 
out. In some cases the ac susceptibility data and dc magnetization studies 
where performed sequentially on the identical sample. 
Differential thermal analysis datal* show that no melting Occures at 
990 OC while appoximately 80% of the sample is melted at 1050 OC. Chemical 
analyses indicated that the relative molar concentrations of Y, Ba and Cu in 
end products of both heat treatments were 1:2:3. Orygen content 
determinations yielded values of x - (6.9 1 k 0. 02) based on the formula 
YBa2Cu3OX. The material prepared at 990 OC had a density, p, of (5.26 f 0.03 
g/cm3 while the 1 OS0 OC material had p - (6.32 20.03) g/cm3. Microstructua 
studies were performed using an .4mray Model 1000.4 scanning electron 
microscope. X-ray diffraction patterns were obtained by use of a Siemens 
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D500 dilfractometer over the range of 28  values of 10 and 600. 
C .  
B. DC .Mlagnetic, . Measurements 
s* . I  
DC magnetic susceptibility studies were carried out by use of a Faraday 
balance14. Samples of appoximately 90 mg were placed on the balance and 
cooled to 77 K with no current in the magnet. Susceptibility measurements 
were performed as the temperature of the sample was increased in 
temperature intervals of appoximarely 1K in a constant magnetic field. The 
temperature was measured using a FeAu-chrome1 thermocouple placed 
within a mm of the sample. A PARC vibrating coil magnetometer was used 
to obtain magnetizarion curves at 77 K. For these mezsurements the samples 
were in the form of a rectangular paraUelopipeds measuring appoximately 
2.5 x3 x 6 mm3. Samples were cooled to 77 K in zero field and the 
measurements were initiated with with an applied field of 2.5 kOe. Data 
were obtained as the field was decreased in increments of about 10 Oe. 
After each field increment, measurements wire  taken after a time sufficient 
c .  
. -. to allow flux drift to disappear. For the sintered sample the relaxation time 
was 1 minute while that of the remelted samples was 2.5 minutes. 
C. A C  Susceptibility Measurements 
A modified Hartshorn type ac mutual inductance bridgel5, was used to 
measure the complex mutual inductance, M - M' - iM"of a copper coil 
system wound on a bakelite coif form. This coil system, consisting of a pair 
of opppositely wound secondaries and a common concentric primary winding 
or coil, was positioned around a glass vacuum chamber and the assemly was 
immersed in a constant temperature bath of fiquid nitrogen The overall 
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cryostat is a general purpose one used in the screening of new materials. A 
room temperature "loader" is used to position the sample in the center of one 
of the secondary coils with the coils at a constant temperature which for 
most of this study was 77 K. Although the coupling between sample and 
mutual inductance coils was not optimized, modern day amplifiers have 
sufficient gain so that one can obtain meaningfull data without optimiziation 
of the coupling. The bridge was balanced with the coils empty and 
rebalanced with the sample positioned within one of the secondary coils. A 
two phase lock-in amplifier was used to monitor simultaneously, the voltage 
imbalances of the resistive (VR) and reactive (VQ) components of the bridge 
caused by the sample undergoing its normal (N) to superconducting ( S I  state 
transition. In a few cases the bridge was balanced with the sample in the S 
state and data were taken as the sample was heated thought its SN 
transition. The phase of the two-phase amplifier was adjusted so that VdT) 
AM'(T ) and VR(T) d M " ( T ) .  A carbon glass thermometer and a copper coil 
were simultaneously used as temperature sensing elements. A DMM was 
used to measure the resistance of the Cu coil. 
Using VQ and VR to drive the Y-axes of the two pen recorder and the 
output of the DMM to drive the X axis one obtains simultaneous traces of 
AMIT) = &*IT) and AM"(T) .I &''(T) as functions of the temperature. Here 
xoaC(T) - xo'(T) - ixo"(T) is the zero field complex ac magnetic susceptibility 
of the sample. Balancing the bridge with the sample in the normally 
conducting state results in &-J'(T) - xo'(N) - xo'(T) and &"(TI - xo"(N) - 
xo"(T). A liquid nitrogen cooled solenoid was used to provide small (H s 220 
Oe) dc magnetic fields parallel to the ac measuring fieid. hac. when the 
differentia1 magnetic susceptibility x$C(T) - XH'(T) - i;ZH"(T) was tbe the 
parameter of interest. 
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Most of our data were obtained by the temperature sweep method in 
which one balances the bridge with no sample present. inserts the sample 
via a room temperature "loader" and rebalances the bridge with the 
temperature of the sample slightly below room temperature, and the bridge 
imbalances monitored as the sample slowly cools, in vacuum to 77 K. The 
sample is then displaced about 25 cm from the center of the coil, heated to 
about 130 K and reinserted into the coil. With a vacuum of 4 0  -5 torr the 
cooling traces are reproducible to f 0.05 L. This is very time consuming and 
since the object is a comparative study ol many different samples, we 
usually adjusted the vacuum so that the sample cooled from 125 EL to 78 K in 
about 2.5 to 3 hours. Under these conditions we found that our temperature 
reproducibilty deteriorated and that we had a temperarure uncertainty off 
0.2 K. A value deemed adequate for our comparative studies. Implicit to the 
temperature sweep method is the fact that one can adjust the bridge so the 
the VR(T) trace is not affected by the reactive imbalance reflected by the 
VdT) trace. For the oxides one has relatively small values for VR(T) so that 
the phase independence of the two imbalances is of concern. We verified 
that the qualitative behaviors of the two traces were independent by 
performing a point by point determination of AM'(T) and AM'YT). Here one 
employs a heater to hold T at a constant value and the bridge is balanced. 
The temperature is changed to a new constant value and the bridge 
rebalance, etc. Plots of the resulting M'!T) and M"(T) versus temperature 
were qualitatively the same as the VdT)  and VR(T) traces. Nevertheless 
before each sweep extra care was taken with the phase adjustment to 
minimize "phase-mixing" of the VdT) and VR(T). Purity of the two 
imbalances was always verified after each NS transition had occurred. 
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111. RESULTS 
Scanning Electron Micrographs (SEMI, typical of samples prepared by 
sintering and recrystalization-from-the-melt are presented in Fig. 1 a and 1 b 
respectively. The microstructure of the sintered sample is typical of these 
high T, oxides being composed of irregularly-shaped, radomly-oriented 
grains with dimensions in the 5 to 20 u m  range. We estimate a void volume 
of about 10%. The microstructre of the partially melted sample is composed 
of grains well aligned in the a-b plane, typically 20pm wide and 100 prn 
long, with minimal grain boundary disruption. Twinning was extensive. A 
small amount ( E  10% 1 of an amorphous like phase is evident. Relatively few 
voids are noted when compared with the microstructure of sintered samples. 
In the course of our study. dc magnetization curves have been 
measured for a variety of samples at field values between f 0.25 T. In 
general the sintered samples display the least amount of hysteresis and data 
typical of this class of samples are presented in Fig.2a. All samples prepared 
from the melt show increased hysteresis over that of the sintered samples 
with the largest amount, Fig.tb, being observed for the sample with the 
microstructure shown in Fig. 1 b. Whereas the amount of hysteresis exhibited 
by the melted sample is remakably large for T-77 K, the relatively small 
amount of hysteresis exhibited by the sintered sample is consistent with 
published reports16 DC magnetic susceptibilty as a function of temperature, 
T, for three values of the applied dc magnetic field are shown in Fig. 3. 
Traditionally ac susceptibility techniques used in the search for, and 
study of. new superconductors emphasize low frequencies (r 400 Hz) and 
low ac magnetic fields (Ihacl ( 0.1 Oe.). LOW frequencies minimize effects of 
eddy currents in the addendum and low ac fields are in keeping with the 
definition of x p c .  While we have concentrated on measurements for 
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lhaC1<1.2 Oe. we have on a.few occassions used higher lhal values. In Fig.4 
we present XY recorder traces of V d T )  =fth*cbM'(T) z&'(T) and VR(T) % 
flhacbM"(T) = &$'(TI for samples whose magnetization curves are presented 
in Fig.2. Data are shown for several values of !hac1 at fixed values of f. In 
these Figs. we have normalized the V d T )  to an lhacl of 1.5 Oe and denote this 
quanity by VQ'IT). 
The effects of small ( S  250 Oe) superimposed dc magnetic fields, HI on 
the VdT) and VR(T) traces for the sintered and melted samples are shown in 
Figs. 5. For these measurements H was parallel to hac and was applied with 
the sample in the normal state. In this situation VQlTl= HIT) and VR(T) 
""(TI, see Sec. 1I.C. 
After the above data were obtained a portion of the pellet of 
microstructure 1 b was rendered into the form of a powder, average grain 
size a?? microns. The resulting magnetization curve showed that powdering 
the sample produced a decrease in magnetic hysteresis approaching that 
observed for the sintered sample. Appoximately 0.18 gms. of this fine 
powder was placed in a capsule containlag slightly warmed apieazon N 
grease, stirred and allowed to settle. Results of our xoaC measurements are 
presented in Fig 6. Data obtained with a larger quantity of a more coarse 
powder obtained from the same master melt are also shown in Fig. 6. 
IV. DISCUSSION 
A. DC Magnetization Data 
Data in Fig2 indicate that the maximun diamagnetic moment is 
attained for values of H in the 90 to 120 Oe range. Qualiratively speaking 
such magnetization cumes are typical of hysteretic type I1 superconductors. 
Experimentally one defines stong versus weak flux pinning in a 
superconductor by the magnitude of the change in magnetic moment, 6M, 
which accompanies a small decrease, 6H, in the applied dc magnetic field. If 
the sample traps all the magnetic flux associated with the SH, the slope of the 
return curve should be equal to the inital slope of the virgin magnetization 
curve. Based on this 6M criterion, data of Figs. Za, & b clearly indicate that 
the microstructure of the "recrystalized-from-the-melt" samples exhibit 
enhanced flux pinning over that of the sintered sample. The amount of 
magnetic hysteresis in Fig.Zb, is comparable to that which, until now, has 
only been seen at much lower temperaturesl7. 
Early studies by Schweitzer and Bertmad8 showed that hollow and 
solid cylinders of low K type I1 superconductors yielded essentially the same 
magnetization data and concluded that the observed hysteresis was due to 
surface currents. In the case of high K materials in which bulk hysteresis, or 
pinning, dominates surface effects, Fietz and Webb19 showed the J,(H,T) = 
AM(+,-) where AMH(+,-) is the difference between the magnetic moment, M, 
at a given value of the applied dc magnetic field, H, measured with H 
increasing and decreasing in value. For high K materials the critical state 
. .  concept20 describes a current -bution throygbou t the suDerconductor 
that is determined by the effectiveness of material inhomogeneities in 
pinning a flux distributuion against the action of Lorentz-type forces. Use of 
the critical state model allows one to evaluate the constant of proportionality 
;between Jc and AM(+,-). Straightforward application of the above procedure 
to evaluate Jc(H,T) for bulk samples of the high T, oxides, results21 in a 
JE(2.3 K, 3 kOe) of 1 OSA/crnz falling rapidly with increasing temperatures to 
* 102A/cm2 at 77 K. This lower value is consistent with values of J&0,77 E=) 
obtained via transport current measurements. 
There is no feature in the magnetitation data of Fig 2 that suggests 
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one is dealing with a granular material. However the reversibility of the 
high field (HGT)  portion of the magnetization curves of these high T, oxides 
led Finnemore et al4, to associate the hrgher field values of M with 
supercurrents flowing on the surfaces of the individual grains and not with 
intergranular or intercluster shieldmg currents. In this context it should be 
noted that the near reversibility of the high magnetic field portion of the 
magnetization cur~es4~5 and an increzse in hysteresis at lower temp- Pratures 
are also observed with nongranular mh field superconducting alloysz? 
However, successes11 of the independent grain model has led to the use of 
the grain size, and not the macroscopic dimensions of the sample, in applying 
the technique of Feitz and Webb19 to an analysis of h g h  field magnetization 
data. In keeping with this practice, and assumming the data of Fig, 2 is 
applicable to a system of decoupled spherical grains of a ? microns, results 
in the J&H, 77 K) values shown in the insert of Figs.2a.b. Based on this 
analysis, the resulting order of magnitude increase in Jc for the recrystallited 
sample implies the presence of enhanced pinning sites w i t h  the grains. 
The preceeding analysis ignores the presence of the second phase in the 
reaystalized sample as it deals only with shielding currents associated with 
the individual grains. A decrease in magnetic hysteresis and the absence of 
a peak in VR(T) observed upon rendering the sample into the form of a fine 
powder, Fig. 6. suggests that the role of the second phase may not be a 
passive one as far as the magnetization data is concerned. Since the second 
phase is located in the intergranular regions it is logical that it affects only 
the intergranular currents causing m e  to question the validity, for the field 
values employed, of the above analysis based solely on intragranular 
shielding currents. 
DC susceptibhty data, Fig.3, show that x ~ C  is still temperature 
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dependent at 77 K for fields as low as 220 Oe. This is an expected result 
since magnetization data indicate that 220 Oe. > H,1(77 K). Therefore the 
sampies are still in their mixed state where ~ d c  is temperature dependent. 
Since magnetizatiqn data alone can not pinpoint the nature of the pinning 
sites operative in the mixed state, it was felt that a study of the ac magnetic 
susceptibility in conjunction with magnetization data might shed additional 
light on the nature of this pinnlnp23. 
B. AC magnetic susceptibility. 
I .  Background 
The advent of high T, oxides has produced a significant increase in the 
use of ac induction techniques to investigate the superconducting transitions 
of these complex metalurgical materials. It is not uncommon to read that a 
&"(T) response of the kind seen in Fig. 4b,dffor Ihacl 10-1 Oe. is typical of 
a normal to superconducting state (NS) transition and that structure in the 
VR(T) &o"(T) trace can be used to obtain information about the intra- and 
intergranular processes24 as well as the energy gap25. Since the granular 
nature of the high T, oxides is central to current theoretical models of these 
materialsl*Z, we feel a detailed discussion of the basis for interperting p c  
data is warrented. 
What determines the p c  signature of a SC transition? Lauermann and 
Shoenberg's*S early use of a Hartshorn bridge to measure the in-phase and 
out-of phase components of the complex mutua l  inductance, M - M' - iM", of 
a pair of secondary coils. with the sample positioned at the center of one of 
the secondary coils. showed that the signature of a NS transition is that both 
AMYT) and dM"(T) are monotonically decreasing functions of the 
temperature. This fact has been substantiated in numerous studies over the 
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past fifty years and an example of this behavior is included in Fig. IO. 
Magnetic responses such as those in Figs.4b,df & 5 are typical of hysteretic 
superconductors. Since these responses reflect the "perfect ac shielding" 
aspects of the bC - 0 state, VdT) should become strongly diamagnetic only 
at temperatures below that of the Qc - 0 transition; i.e. only after 
macroscopic shielding currents can flow on the "surface" of the the sample. 
That this is indeed the case for the YBCO is clearly evident from 
simultaneous measurements of R,jc and ~ 0 a C  as functions of the temperature, 
see Fig.7. Clearly while the magnetic transition is initated close to the start 
of the resistive transition, the bulk of the magnetic transition takes place 
only,after the - 0 state has been attained: 
Comparison of data in Fig. 4 with that for a dilute, homogeneous alloy 
such as TiCrl.65, shown in Fig.8, supports our contention that the present 
data are typicai of a hysteretic SC alloy or element. boder27 is of a different 
opinion. He presents a theoretical argument which requires that a peak in 
&o"(T) must occur at T = Tc0 even in the case of an ideal material showing 
the Meissner-Ochsenfeld effect. A small peak in the &o"(T) data for Sn at 
SO00 Hz reported by Couach et. a128 is viewed as evidence in support of this 
theory which has been recently applied to granular systemsz? Thus the 
significance of a peak in XO''(T) is s t i l l  a matter of controversy, see section 
IV.B.3. 
The VdT) traces, Fig. 4a,c,d, indicate that the transition widths, 
particularly those of the sintered sample, are relatively sharp and 
considerably sharper than similar transitions obsewed in early studies of 
high Tc A 15 compounds such as Nb3Ge30. What factors determine the 
exprimentally observed width of such magnetic transitions? Tco is 
determined by the condition that IhuI - Hc(Tco) or H,z(Tco) whereas Tcc is 
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determined by lhacl - ( 1 -N)H,(T,,) or ( 1 -N)Hcl(Tcc). The former condition' 
applies to both ideal and nonideal, Le. hysteretic, transitions while the latter 
is applicable only to ideally reversible transitions. These equations yield Tco 
-Tcc - IhaCI(N/ 1 -N)/(dH,/dT)T,, for a type I superconductor. If one takes 
lhwl- 0.1 Oe . N- 113 and a slope of 100 Oe/K, the ideal width for a type I 
superconductor such as Sn one finds an ideal width AT, of 5 x 10-4 K. Data 
for annealed Sn, in Fig loa, show that small amounts of chemical or physical 
impurities can lead to observed widths far in excess of this ideal value. In 
the case of hysteretic samples, such as the machined cylinder of Nb, the 
width of the transition is governed by the detailed temperature dependence 
of the magnetic hysteresis loops associated with lhacl and not with the slope 
of the magnetization curve per se. 
Our expression for the transition width is based upon the correlation 
between KO'(T) and the temperature dependence of the quantity 
[dM/dh]h, 0 of a reversible magnetization curve for a Type I superconductor 
with demagnetization factor N. In this case the observed A V ~ N S )  = Q'(NSI 
-- 1 /4n( 1 -N) provided ~ ' ( h ' )  = 0. For a hysteretic superconductor xo'(T) is 
related to the temperature dependence of the effective slope of the 
hysteresis curves associated with hac and a'(S) is governed by the perfect 
shielding aspect of the &E - 0 state. In this case the magnitude of the 
transition, i.e. I&o'(NS)I is not proportional to the superconducting volume 
but is proportional to the difference in the effectively shielded cross-sections 
or volumes of the N and S states. This difference can be orders of magnitude 
larger than the actual SC volume31.32. 
We have been discussing data obtained with lhacl values of order 10-1 
&. or less and have referred to such data as the zero field ac magnetic 
susceptibility denoted as ~ 0 s .  A quanity sometimes referred to as the initial 
susceptibility, Le. the susceptibhty one measures in the limit of vanishingly 
small measuring fields. ln  this context "small" is in relation to H,I(T) of the 
sample. In the case of a hysteretic superconductor one expects AVQ(NS) to 
be h e a r  in Ihal as long as ~0'6) for the value of lhal being used 
appoximates that of perfect ac magnetic shielding. Based on these 
considerations one can use b ' ( T )  data to obtain a quantitative measure of Tc0 
and ATc but in general, the detailed shape of the VdT) traces yields only 
qualitative information about the purity and nature of the SC "phase" 
present in the sample. Thus the recent reemphasize on the simultaneous 
measurement of a"(T) as a function of lhacl in the belief that such data are 
capable of discerning inter- versus intragranular behavior. 
The microstructure in Fig.1 is reminiscent of what Mendelssoh must 
have had in mind when he developed his superconducting sponge mode133 
to explain irreversibilities in the magnetization curve of alloys. It has been 
postulated34 that the granular miaostrutures of Fig.1 form, in effect, a 
special kind of Mendelsohnn sponge involving "weak-Links", see Sec.1. Due to 
the postulated "weak" nature of the proposed intergranular coupling one 
expects the magnitude of such lossless intergranular shielding currents. for a 
given T, to be sigmficantly reduced by small increases in lhacl or H. In this 
picture the "reversible" portion of the M vs T curves of the FC and ZFC 
senarios as well as the reversible nature of the high field magnetization 
curve are attributed to the reversible magnetic properties of the SC grains 
per se. Although we believe that a peak in &o"(T) implies magnetic 
hysteresis, one can obtain more definitive information with regard to the 
thermodynamical reversib4ity of the magnetization curve through 
measurements of ~ H ' ( T )  and ~H"(T 1. A reversible magnetization curve 
requires the observation of a dliferential paramagnetic effect or DPE35 tn 
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the XH'(T) response. Thus measurements of x p  are an important 
complement to X O ~ C  data. With this background in mind we now turn to a 
discussion of our xac data. 
2. XOIT) data 
During the past year we have screened a large number of samples, but  
our discussion will center on only two samples which are representative of 
the two types of microstructures under investigation. Results obtained with 
these two specimens highlight problems associated with interpretations of 
laC(T) measurements. Data in Fig. 3a-d show that the reactive imbalances, 
VdT) &o'(T)- ko'(N) -zo'(T)I, while indicating similar transition 
temperatures, i.e. T, (onset) = T,, = 90.4 f 0.2K for the sintered sample and 
90.0 f 0.2K for the recrystallized samples, exhibit signifcant differences in 
their detailed behavor. These transitions are, with one noteable exception, 
typical of superconducting alloys. The exception is the presence of an 
inflection point in the VdT)  traces of the sintered sample which otherwise 
are relatively sharp yielding a Tc(completion)4',c - 89.9 K for lhacla 10-1 
Oe. This feature in the VdTl traces was also observed in sintered samples 
prepared at the U S. Naval Research Laboratory, Fig. 7, but not in data 
obtained3 with a Pb replica. The data for Pb ruled out geometrical effects 
as a cause for the inflection point and established that complete diamagnetic 
screening occurs in these hgh T, sintered samples with lhaclz 10-1 Oe. 
Whereas melted samples show a reasonably sharp initial decrease they 
exhibited an extended low temperature "tail". A feature which precludes a 
Tc, determination from the data af Fig.3d. A check at lower temperatures 
showed that h general there is an additional 10% increase over the 77 K 
value in the diamagnetism of the melted samples which becomes essentially 
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temperature independent at T 0 55  K. In keeping with current practice we 
note that if temperatures corresponding to AVO(T) = 0.1 and 0.9 of AVdNS) 
are used to define a transition width. ATc, then the transitions widths36 for 
the melt grown samples are considerably broader than that of the sintered 
sample, e.g. 4 K and 1 K respectively for lhaclz 10-1 Oe. For these high Tc 
oxides, reported values1 of ( d H , 2 / d T h , ~ ~  are so large that, given the values 
of lhacl used in this study, one would expect shifts in T,, due to the increase 
in lhacl to be too small to be observed. This would not be so if there were 
significant positive curvature of the critical field curve in the vicinity of T,o. 
On the other hand (dH,l/dT)r.T, is stated to be 10 OeK and a decrease in 
Tcc should be observed. Traditionally the practice of quoting values for the 
midpoint of the transition, T,, arose from the need of an experimentally. 
well-defined fiducial point for use in comparing the magnetic behavior of SC 
alloys and compounds exhibiting broad, rounded transitions. For nonideal 
superconductors. Tcm has no fundamental significance of which the authors 
are aware. Clearly if Tc0 is constant and T,, decreases with increase in lhacl 
a concomitant decrease in Tcm is to be expected. 
The observed structure in VdT) for the sintered samples is 
characteristic of two superconducting transitions. In view of the granular 
models of these materials, m e  is tempted to interpret this inflection point as 
a manifestation of a change from intra- to intergranular shielding. However 
such structure can arise from other causes. For example structure in VdT) 
traces similar to that observed for the sintered sample was reported by Cox 
and Das37for a single phase sample of V3Ga. Their sample although single- 
phase, Le. the A 15 phase, possessed a compositional gradient at its surface. 
For this A13 compound the compositional gradient results in a hgher TCo 
material being surrounded by a lower Tc0 surface "layer". Such a 
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configuration of superconducting regions will give rise to structure in VdT) 
traces similar to that observed for the sintered sample. Lacking any direct 
evidence of a compositional gradient at the surfaces of our YBCO samples, we 
experimentally investigated this question by cutting the original 0.5" 
diameter pellet into several bar shaped specimens and reran the 
experiments. Aside from a decrease in the magnitude of the imbalanced 
voltages, due to decreased sample size, the data were indistinguishable from 
that obtained with the original pellet. Thus if the observed change in slope 
is due to a surface layer per se, this surface Iayer forms in a very short time 
after being exposed to ambient conditions. A more likely cause for this 
behavior is the presence of regions of slightly different T, values 
distributed more or less evenly throughout the sample. 
The main effect of increasing lhul is a general broadening of the 
transition width as [hac! is increased from 0.0 15 to 6.0 Oe. The shift the 
midpoint of the VdT) traces for the sintered sample , AT,, - -4 K for a &lh*cl 
of 6 Oe. appears to be a general property of sintered high Tc oxides as noted 
by earlier ~orkers6-24~29.39~~. This feature is not unique to high T, sintered 
materials as the observed shifts in the midpoints of the TiGI65 alloy, a low 
T, material, is comparable in magnitude when expressed in terms of a 
reduced temperature, i.e. ATJT,, see Fig.8. The VdT) data of Fig. 4c were 
obtained after a six months interval from that of Fig. 4e. The sample was 
stored in air, and no significant qualitative difference in this ac response is 
obvious. 
Additional noteworthy features in the data of Fig4 are: (a) the 
inflection point in the VdT) traces of Fig.4a is displaced to lower 
temperatures and broadens into a plateau-like region with increase in Ihacl, 
and, (b) although a strictly temperature independent value of VdT) is not 
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observed at the hlghest lhwl values for T - 77 K, one sees that the increase in 
AVP(NS) for the sintered sample is linear id Ihwl to within 10%. This last 
observation allows one to state that &o'(NS) is essentially a constant over 
this range of ac measuring fields. A result at variance with those of 
Raboutou et al41. These investigators, using an inductive technique, reported 
a dependence of the total induced voltage Vi,  on Ihacl. They found that at 
T-77 K, the quantity Vip/lhacl =" effective" magnetic permeability is a 
constant, V,, for IhaCI<10-* Oe and increases in value as hac increases taking 
on a new larger (a factor of three increase) constant value, V, for hac >7 Oe. 
Since Vi, = (V$ + V$)ln 5 VQ if VQ >> V R ~  one would expect, based on their 
results, to see the effects of this transition region in our VQ data as well as in 
other published r e p o r t ~ 6 ~ 1 * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 9 ~ 3 9 ~ ~ .  If their data are typical of a 
collection of weakly coupled SC grains then our result that AVdNS)/haC = 
constant would be evidence that the granular nature of our samples does not 
play an important role in determining the Vq(T) response. We have no 
explanation for this discrepancy. 
3. x,,"(T) Data 
AVR(PN)/AVR(NS) as a measure of the relative peak height, one notes, Fig.4a, 
that at the lowest lhacl values the sintered sample exhibits a single, 
relatively large peak with a steep slope on its high temperature side and a 
gradual fall off on the low temperature side. Melted samples ,Figs.4c,e, 
display smaller and more rounded peaks which exhibit a variety of 
substructures. A prominent features of the VR(T) 1 Q " ( T )  traces of Fig.4 is 
the effect which increasing lhul has upon the detailed shapes of these traces 
and on the temperature at which the peak, or peaks, occurs. 
Setting VR(peak) - VRhormal) = AVR(PN) and defining 
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Although its been 25 years since Maxwell and Strongha drew 
attention to the existence of the "extra-loss" peak in xo"(T) data, a 
universally accepted interpretation of its significance is yet to be established. 
Regardless of its exact cause, the abrupt increase in VR(T) a &J"(T), 
observed upon cooling the sintered sampIe(s1 to T Tco is a manifestation of 
the onset of increased ac losses in the mixed state of the sample as defined 
by the VdT) trace. Expansion of the data in the vicinity of T,, shows that a 
small increase in &o"(T) does set in at T - T, and that the abrupt rise 
occurs at a value of T slightly below that of the inflection point in VQ(T). 
The gradual fall off of VR(T), on the low temperature side of the peak, 
Fig.4b, is similar to that observed with the TiCr alloy, Fig.8b, a nongranular 
superconductor where one accounts for the loss peak on the basis of either 
the eddy-currenta or magnetic hysteresis models43, see Ref. 3 1 for a review 
of these models. In the case of granular superconductors, one also has to 
consider dissipative mechanisms due to the proposed network of 
superconducting loops containing Josephson junctions or weak-links. Ishida 
and Mazaki* developed a phenomenological model to ambunt for 
dissipative effects in such a network and showed that the shape of the 
extra-loss peak depends on the type of "coupling" within in the 
superconducting network. For a tunnel junction one has a symmetric loss 
peak while a microbridge leads to an asymmetric peak. This model of Ishida 
and Mazaki44 predicts that T,, is independent of IhaCI, and that both T, and 
T,, the temperature of the peak, are shifted to lower temperatures with 
increase in Ihacl. For a system of miaobridges they find that T, = h2/3. 
The data of Fig.4d for lhal ( 2.2. Oe can be fitted by Tp(h) = (88.3 - 
0.85hz/3 ) with the higher lhul data fallmg below an extension of this 
equation, see insert Fig.4d. Here T, is in degrees Y and h is in Oe. Thus one 
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could interpret this dependence as being indicative of microbridges being 
associated with intergranular shielding. i t  must be noted that nongranular 
alloys also show this negative displacement of T, with increasing values of 
IhaCl. For example the TiCr alloy of Fig. 8 with a T,, of only 3.44 Y exhibits 
an initial displacement of the peak which also follows an hz/3 dependence. 
Based on this observation a negative shift in T, at low [hac[ values which 
follows a h2'3 dependence is not sufficient proof of intergranular 
superconductivity. There is however one very noteworthy difference in the 
behavor of the two materials. Data for the TiCr alloy show that the peak 
broadens with increasing lhacl but that its shape remains invariant whereas 
structure becomes evident in the data for the sintered sample at the u h e r  
[hac1 values. 
Comparing the two imbalaced voltages i.e. V d T )  and VR(T) for the 
sintered sample, Figure 4a.b shows that as lhxl is increased the main extra 
loss peak in VR(T) continues to be correlated with the inflection point in the 
V q ( T ) e o ' ( T )  traces and that a small, 1% of VR(PN) secondary maximum 
emerges at T % Tco. In an earlier study Goldfarb et  a145 , reported a single, 
broad "extra-loss" peak with no corresponding signature in their xo'(T) data 
for values of lhul s 7 Oe. In a subsequent report4 structure in xo'(T) data, 
obtained with Ih=l=l Oe. and hgher, was found to be associated with two 
loss-peaks. A small one at T - T, and a shifted main peak; data 
qualitatively similar to those in Fig.4b. Differences in the behavor of their 
two sets of samples were originally attributed4 to the fact that the original 
samples bad been subsequently annealed in oxygen. A procedure which 
presumedly produced two distinct superconducting phases in the annealed 
specimens. In a note added in proof the role the oxygen in producing this 
effect was questioned. C. Ayache et ale have also reported the evolution of 
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two peaks with increasing IhaCI. Their results for !hac1 - 0.01 Oe are very 
similar to that shown in Fig. 4a,b with the exception that no inflection point 
is evident in the u'(T) trace and xo" (S)  is significantly larger than xo"(N). For 
Ihacl-7.0 Oe the original low field peak is practically undisturbed and a 
second, broad peak, of magnitude nearly equals that of the undisturbed 
peak, is observed centered at 82 K. This second peak is accompanied by an 
inflection point in the KOIT)  trace. Once again x,,"(S) ) xo"(N). Garcia et all0 
present 1 kHz data obtained on a pressurized YEKO pellet. .To temperatures 
as low as 10 K, only a single loss peak was observed for h u  - 0.1 and 1 Oe 
and any peak in the 10 Oe data must lie at T< 10 K. They also find that 
XO"(T<<T&) > xo"(S). This result evident in some of our data as well as in 
other published reports is a disquieting one. We will return to a discussion 
of this point. 
Renker et a1.Q present XO'  and XO" data on both a bulk sintered 
sample of a La-Sr-Cu-0 compound and on powder obtained from the bulk 
sample. Data presented for a sintered sample show a single, broad extra-loss 
peak in %(J"(T) and plots of xf(T)  obtained at H- 5 kOe show two loss peaks. 
These data were obtained with f - 11 Hz but  lhacl was not specified other 
than a statement to the effect that values between 0.1 and 10 Oe. had been 
used. They also observed a temperature dependent xo"(T << Tc0) > XO"(N). 
Suprisingly the only effect of powdering was to broaden the peak and 
produce a smaller zo"(T << Tco), which, while still larger than xo"(N), was 
independent of the temperature for T 15 K. This resulr led the authors to 
. .  conclude w e  Deak rprp "(TI is due to loss-free currem flowing 
on the surfaces of the isolated grains. If one has loss-free currents, what 
causes the peak? 
Referring to their earlier results on sintered samples of YBCO which 
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show a small loss peak at T= Tco and a larger second larger loss peak at T < 
Tco, Kupfer et aI.48 arrive at the opposite conclusion; Le. when one observes a 
single extra-loss peak, the peak is due to intergranular SC. In addition they 
state that the observation of a single extra-loss peak is an indication that the 
sample was "not well prepared". We do not agree with such an assessment 
which conflicts with the present results and those of Goldfarb et ala145 and 
Ayache et al.46 in that the number of peaks one observes is a function of 
IhaCI. 
The VR(T) responses for the melted samples, Figs.4d dr f ,  display quite 
different, and more complex. behavior from that of the sintered sample. In 
general only one extra-loss peak is observed, but the peak contains 
substructure which varies in detail from sample to sample and is a function 
of lhacl. However some general remarks can be made. The ratio of 
AVR(PN)/AVq(NS) for given values of lhacl and f is about a factor of five 
smaller than that observed for the sintered sample and substructure is 
evident in the f =  17 Hz data of Fig.4f at the lower field values. As kP1 is 
increased the higher temperature portion of the peak grows in relarionship 
to the lower temperature portion so that at the highest value of Ihxl only a 
single broad peak is evident. Frequency effects have been ruled out as the 
data of Fig. 4d is essentiaUy unchange at f-34, and 68 Hz A check to helium 
temperatures, courtesy of the Naval Reseach Laboratory, indicated that for 
lhacl= 0.6 Oe. the peal; seen in the data of Figure 4d is the only peak 
exhibited by this sample. 
This perplexing array of &j'(T) responses caused us to question, 
whether the results are characteristic of the samples or due to some 
experimental artifact. Thus we simply interchanged the YBCO sample with 
similarly sized samples of Pb and Nb. Whereas the small, single ertra-loss 
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peak in the Pb data was as expected for a slightly impure type I 
superconductor, the Nb results showed substructure in the loss peak, Fig.9b.c 
demonstrating the Occurrence of double or multiple loss peaks is not unique 
to granular systems. The Nb data Fig.9 show the expected result that xo"(S)  < 
xo''(N) and that &o"(NS) increases with f in keeping with increased eddy- 
current losses in the normal state. In the past when such structure was 
observed in the losss peak of nongranular SC systems. it was attributed to 
the presence of two or more SC phases with slightly different values for T,: 
see Ref. 28 for an example of such substructure in a single crystal of V3Si. 
For the case of a single component system, such as our machined cylinder of 
Nb, physical impurities can lead to the observation of multiple peaks in the 
VR(T) traces. Structure in the loss peak of Nb is not an edge effect as the 
structure persisted after the sharp edges of the sample had been rounded. 
From these results one can only conclude that interpretations of substructure 
in the extra-loss peak as being due to intra-and intergranular SC may be 
premature. The role of suface inhomogneities in determining the ac 
responses of these high T, oxides must be ascertained before one can justify 
such a detailed analysis. 
A traditional means of eliminating the shielding effects of a SC 
networt. due to a mlnorlry pnase. in measurements or yEc is to renaer tne 
bulk sample into the form of a fine powder and repeat the measurements. 
For the high T, oxides one has conflicting results. Two extreme cases are 
found in the reports of Renker et a147 Alpfenstedt et air? The former report 
shows that the effect of powdering the sample is to simply broaden the peal;. 
while the latter report states that rendering a sintered sample into the form 
of a powder completely eleminates the extra-loss peak in xo"(T). Our data 
show that results appear to be a sensitive function of particle size and Ihacl. 
With a powder sample one has experimental complications due to a spread 
in the demagnetization factors of the particles, degree ol particle isolation, 
i.e. filling factor, and problems with thermal gradients within the powder. 
Thus the absence of a discernable loss peak in VR(T) for the finely powdered 
sample, while interesting, must await further studies with carefully 
controlled particle sizes and filling factors before any meaningfull 
conclusions may be drawn with regard to the effect which powdering a bulk 
sample has on its magnetic responses. Clearly the mere act of powdering the 
sample does not do away with the extra-loss peak. 
The high pn values of these oxides result in rather small values for 
VR(NS)= &"(NS) consequently its sign can be affected by incorrect phasing 
of the amplifier. Various checks made during the course of this investigation 
lead us to believe that the result, xo"(T << TCJ XO"(N) observed with some 
specimens is not an experimental artifact of the measuring technique per se. 
This is a disturbing result as it suggests that some regions of the sample are 
still in the mixed state at 77 K for rather modest vaiues of hac. In the case of 
the melted sample data in the insert of Fig.4d clearly show that for lhacl- 
0.56 Oe. the fully shielded state is only attained at T 5 5 5  K. 
4. xoac Frequency Effects 
We conclude our discussion of the zero field ac magnetic susceptibilty 
data with a few remarks concerning the effect of the ac measuring frequency 
for fixed Ihwl. Taking the data for Nb, Fig.9, as being "typical" of an off-the- 
shelf superconductor one notes that the relative peak height, 
AVR(PN/AVR(NS 1, decreases with increasing frequency. This decrease in the 
relative height of the extra-loss peak with increasing frequency is associated 
with an increase in AVR(NS) fr uo"(NS). It was this type of behavior for 
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superconducting elements and dilute alloys that led Maxwell and Strongina 
and others31 to develope eddy current models to explain the frequency 
dependence of the extra-loss peak in terms of normal state electrodynamics. 
According to these models there exists a critical frequency, f,, above which 
the extra-loss peak will not be observed. Theory predicts that for a 
cylindical sample of radius, a, f, - (1.8/a12(109p,/4n21 with the normal state 
resistivity, pn, in ohm-cm, a in cm, and f in sec-1. I t  is this relationship 
between fc and normal state electrodynamics has been challenged by the 
data of Couach et a1 2s. Cody and Miller50 working with thin films of Pb 
observed the existence of an f, and developed a modified eddy-current 
model which reproduced the above formula for f, but one in which pn is 
replaced with pff the f lux  flow resisitivity. They used the measured f, to 
calculate pff of their thin Pb films. 
Assuming pn - 10-5 ohm-cm. for YBCO and a - O.Zcm., the above 
expression yields a value of = 104 Hz for f,. Goldfarb et ala0.45 used a Nb 
sphere to calibrate their ac bridge and observed that the extra-loss peak in 
xo"(T) for sintered YBCO was invarient with frequency for f =  10, 100. and 
100OHt. Our data Fig. 10, is in qualitative agreement in the the extra-loss 
peak in VR(T) of the sintered sample is essentially undimished at f=9SO Hz. 
Higher frequency data on bulk samples is needed to shed light on the 
validity of the f, predictions. Recently Worthington et a l 5 1  observed a large 
loss peak in 1 Mhz data on a single crystal of YBCO. Due to the smallness of 
the crystal, a = 200 u m  a pn of 10-5 ohm-cm. would require an f, of order 1 O7 
Hz It may be that Worthingron et 451 have already disproved the normal 
state elcetrodynamical arguements if their 100 Mhz data showed an 
undimished extra-loss peak in which case it would be useful to use the 
analysis of Cody and Millerg to calculate pff for their single crystal. 
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Increasing frequencies also have a curious effect on the VdT) - &'(TI 
data for the sh€ered sample. A t  1 1  Ht one has a plateau which, with 
increasing values of f ,  becomes an inflection point at intermediate 
frequencies and is not discernable at the higher freqencies. In general an 
increase in f leads to a stronger attenuation of hac inside the sample. 
However in view of the relatively large pn values one is hard put to attribute 
this effect to a decrease in 5, as, at these frequencies, one expects tin> sample 
dimensions. Thus one is forced to speculate that some sort of relaxation 
effect in the SC of the grains per se. is responsible for this behavior. This of 
course leads to the question, why is this effect not seen in the melted 
samples? To study these frequncy effects in any detail one needs a better 
designed cryostat than is available to us at this time as well as samples of 
controlled shape and surface conditions. 
C. Magnetic field effects 
Our interest in the effects of low dc magnetic fields centers around the 
reported reversible portion of the ZFC and FC magnetization datal. If there is 
a portion of the magnetization curve which is thermodynamicaUy reversible 
than one must observe a DPE35. Traditionally measurements of the 
Meissnet-Ochsenfeld effect have not been emphasized in studies of SC alloys 
and compounds for such systems do not display a Meissner effectz? Kittle in 
a recent comment52 discusses the prevalent appearances of Oxymorons in 
scientific treatsies, we would add to such a list the use of the term "partial 
Meissner effect". The Meissner effect relates to the exponentially decay of 
an gpphed dc m t l c  
magnetization curve be thermodynamically reversible. The phrase "a 
Meissner effect was observed" makes a definite statement with regard to the 
. .  inside the SC region and requires rhat the 
. 
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thermodynamics of the NS transition. Partial flux explusion, where the 
Meissner effect would yield "full" expulsion, provides little &or mation about 
the thermodynamical reversibility of the magnetization curve or about the 
overall superconducting quality of the sample other than it is non-ideal from 
a thermodynamical point of view. If however one attributes the relatively 
smallness of the observed signal to a size effect4.11, then the magnetic 
properties are still reversible and an appropriately scaled down DPE should 
be observed. 
T,,(H)- Tco$ is determined by the condition IH - hac1 - Hc(Tco ,~ )  OT 
i i c2(Tco,~)  and T,,(H) - T c c , ~  is determined by the condition that IH + hac1 = 
(1 -N)H,(T,,$) or ( I - N ) H c l ( T c c ~  1. The former relation is a general one while 
the latter only applies to rerversible magnetization curves showing a DPE. 
When hysteresis is present T c c ~  is determined by the requirement that the 
amount of hystersis is sufficiently large that the response to the ac field is 
one of perfect shielding35. Thus one has the irony that a hysteretic 
superconductor can exhibit a sharper transition that a reversible one. If the 
magnetization curve is reversible for T near T,, then cooling the sample 
through Tco in the presence of an applied dc magnetic field, H < ( l-N)Hcl(T1) 
where T1 is spanned in the cooling procedure, must result in the observation 
of a DPE. We have examined the effects of an applied fields of 5,9 ,  1 I ,  
22,.38 Oe; values well below H,1(77 K )  and also in a field of 220 Oe. No 
evidence of a DPE was observed. F ig3  presents selected traces to illustrate 
this point. The absence of a DPE35 in the VdH.T) &HIT) traces, forces one 
to conclude that the "reversible" region of in the ZFC and FC senarios is not a 
thermodynamically reversible one. Observed shifts in Tco in Fig.5a is . 
. 
surprising in that the initial slope of the upper criticai field curve is so large 
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that no detectable shift was expected. While this is of secondary importance 
as far as the DPE is concerned, we are looking into this aspect of the data. 
Besides the absence of a DPE the data, Figs.4 & 5 ,  indicate that applied 
dc magnetic fields have a greater effect on sintered samples than on melted 
ones. Whereas a field of 220 Oe broadens considerable the Vq(H,T) trace of 
the sintered sample, midpoint displaced by -8 K, it has smaller effect on the 
corresponding trace of the melted sample. In this latter case the midpoint is 
only displaced by -1 K. One must note however that the transitions are 
incomplete at 77 K in agreement with the corresponding xdc data, Fig.3. 
Data in Fig.5b show that the single, sharp loss peak observed in zero 
applied field for the sintered sampie broadens with increasing H and 
develops structure. The main peak inV~(H.7 ' )  r: &H"(T) is displaced by -8 K 
in agreement with the shifts observed in the midpoints and inflections points 
of the VdT) traces. B. Barbara et a129 have recently studied the extra-loss 
peak in some detail for single crystal and polycrystalline samples and find 
much substructure within a rather broad (= 25 K wide) "intragranulaf'peak 
for Ihacl-2.0 Oe. The observed dependence of T, on !hac1 for values of hac 
between 0.1 and 45 Oe. was explained in terms of a nucleation model for 
supercurrent sheets across twin boundaries. We interpret their data as 
indicating a shift in T, of about -1OK when lh*cl is increased from small 
values to about 43 Oe. Clearly a 39 Oe dc field did not cause as large a shift 
in the high temperature peak in our samples. Thus large ac magnetic fields 
appear to have a more detrimental effect than do dc fields of comparable 
magnitude. Data for the melted sample, Fig Sd, show a much less dramatic 
effect in that the loss peak is only slghtly broadened and no new structure 
appears in the VR(HJ) trace. Note that a dc field of 9 Oe destroys the 
substructure in the loss peak. An effect similar to what is observed with the 
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larger ac fields. 
If we interpret the structure in the VO(H.T) and VR(H,f)traces of Fig. 
5a,b as being due to two distinct SC transitions and assign the higher 
temperature one to the grains per se and the lower temperature one to 
intergraular SC, we have a dilemma. Namely, if the sintered sample is 
composed of a system of weakly coupled grains why do we not observe 
similar traces for the partially melted samples. The micrographs, Figs. 1 b 
indicate clusters of grains and the magnitude of the observed Vq(NS) 
requires the presence of macroscopic intragranular shielding currents of 
comparable magnitude to those responsible for the ac shielding of the 
sintered sample. This question draws attention to two facets of the sample's 
microstructure evident in the micrographs, Fig. 1 b: (a)  the clustering of grains 
of rectangular shapes and (b) the presence of a second, amorphous-like 
phase between clusters. Is the lack of any gross structure in the VdT)  and 
Vq(H,T) transitions a result of the stronger pinning observed for these 
microstructures, is it a consequence of the shape and orientation of the 
crystallites or is is due to the second phase being present in the intercluster 
regions? These are open questions which are being explored at the present 
time. 
V. Summary and Conclusions 
The dc magnetization curves obtained at T -77 K are typically those of 
a hysteretic, high K superconductor. Recrystalitation from the melt results in 
a material which exhibits a sigdicantly increased hysteresis over that of the 
sintered malerial. Although there is no clear signature of granular behavior 
in these data, we have persuent to common practice analyzed the magnetic 
hysteresis in terms of collection of isolated grains to arrive at values of 
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Jc( magnetic). Based on an average grain size as deduced from SEM we find 
that Jc(mag) for the melted sample is enhanced by a factor of 5 over that of 
the sintered sample. The observed decrease in Jc upon rendering the sample 
into the form of a fine powder suggests two possibilities: (1 )  the second 
phase present as intergranular material is playing a nonpassive role in the 
increased hysteresis which can only occur if intergranular currents are 
invloved in the magnetic hysteresis or (2)  tbe enhanced hysteresis in the 
bulk may be the result of a fortuitous alignment of the crystallites or cluster 
of grains which is destroyed by the act of powdering the sample. After this 
work was completed we learned of a similar study by Jin et a153 who found a 
similar increase in magnetic hysteresis but a smaller increase, Le. a factor of 
two, in J,(mag) due to an increase in the average size of the grains in the 
recrystalized from the melt sample. No data were reported on the effects of 
powdering or on the ac responses of their material. Based on a survey of the 
literature the dc magnetic properties of these high T, oxides are generally 
reproducible among the numerous laboratories involved in this area of 
research. One can not make a similar statement with regard to reports 
concerning the responses of these materials to ac mangetic fields. 
Although ac inductance techniques have been used in the search for, 
and study of, superconductors for at least fifty years there is a disturbing 
amount of inconsistencies in the interpretation of such data. Whereas the 
previous misconception between "perfect ac shielding" and the Meissner 
Ochsenfeld effect in measurements of &'(NS) is now generally recognized, 
recent problems have arisen with regard to the significance of the "extra-loss 
peak" in measurements of &,,"(NS). The large disparity in reported &'(T) 
data as regards the number and magnitude, of the extra-loss peaks as well 
the significance of substructure with a given peak, is a cause for concern. 
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One may simply dismiss this as "experimental artifacts" due to incorrect 
techniques or be confounded by the apparent myriad of ac responses which 
different processing techmques of this multicomponent system can produce. 
Equally disturbing are the vicissitude of responses found within a given 
processing technique. For example how can a sintered specimen show the 
double transition ala Raboutou et a141 and not be evident in the numeraous 
reported measurements of xo'(NS). Another one is the effect of powdering 
which varies from no effect on, lo a complete absence of, the extra-loss peak 
which occurs in zo''(T) of sintered samples. While one may account for 
differences in the detailed behavor of zo''(T) to differences in experimental 
techniques. gross variations in qualitative responses seem to require a 
different explanation. We are inclined to believe that surface effects are 
responsibb for the latter state of affairs as surface effects should be more 
evident in ac measurements than in dc measurements 
A straightforward application of the inter- vs intrashelding concepts 
to our &o'(T) and &o"(T) data poses a dilemma. For the sintered sample at 
low values of hac and f ,  one has evidence for two transitions in the YdT)  = 
&IT) traces yet only a single loss peak is observed in VR(T) = &''(TI. The 
correlation of the loss peak with the inflection hi the VP(T) trace along with 
the observed %E vs T transition requires one to postulate that intergranular 
shielding becomes dominant at a temperature very close to T,, and that any 
loss peak associated with the grains per se is small and/or masked by the 
steep onset of the intergranular shielding. Increasing the value of Ihzl at 
fixed frequency shifts the loss peak to lower temperatures and produces 
substructure in the loss peak. In the case of the melted sample just the 
oppposite effect is noted. Thus the effect of essentially allowing the ac field 
to "probe" more deeply into the sample produces a variety of effem. 
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Increasing the ac measuring frequency at fixed hac which causes the ac field 
to "probe" less deeply into the sample, has no major effect on the ac 
responses but seems to enhance the double transition apparent in the VdT) 
* 
data for the sintered sample. The persistence of a sizable loss peak at 
frequencies approaching 103 Hz confirms in a contactless measurement, via 
eddy current models, that these materials are high pn materials in 
comparison to d-electron superconductors such as Nb. 
Since the pioneering work of Hudsonsd, powdering a sample has been 
used to eliminate the ac shielding affects associated with the presence of a 
superconducting network due to a minority phase in measurements of xo'(T). 
Present efforts with the oxides focus on the effect which powdering has on 
the appearance and shape of the extra-loss peak in measurements of ~o"(T1. 
While we have not studied this aspect in any detail, data of Fig.6 suggest that 
here one must be conerned with a size effect. In any discussion of these 
high Tc oxides the role of crystalline anisotropy is always of concern. 
Anisotropy could, in principle, smear out any small loss peak associated with 
differently orientated grains but  should have no effect on the intergranular 
losses associated with clustering of the grains in course powders. 
The presence of an externally applied dc magnetic field clearly has a 
much stronger effect upon the ac responses of the sintered samples than 
upon those of the melted samples. This is in contrast to the ~ d c  data which 
show comparable behavior for the two samples. Thus the x ~ C  data show the 
effects of increase pinning in a more dramatic fasbon than do the ~ d c  data. 
Based on the &"IT) results one is inclined to say that a variety of pinning 
mechanisms are operative in the sintered material whde one pinning 
mechanism seems to be dominant in the melted material. Microstructures of 
the melted samples consists of randomly oriented clusters of rectangularly 
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' shaped grains separated by an amorphous-like second phase. At the present 
time we can not state whether the increased pinning, also in evidence in the 
magnetization curves, is due to the grains per se or due to the second phase. 
Although the effect observed upon powdering the sample is suggestive of a 
non passive role for the second phase, we feel the results are ambiguous due 
to experimental limitations previously discussed. 
I 
The present study leads to two general conclusions. The first is that a 
direct comparison of magnetization curves and ac magnetic susceptibility 
data of sintered. and recrystalized from the melt, samples show that the 
latter samples are strong pinning materials at 77 K. Thus recrystallization 
from the melt is a viable route to produce course powders of enhanced SC 
properties for the fabrication of thick SC films of potential importance in 
emerging technologies. Ways to allieviate tbe relatively large ac losses at 
very modest field levels at 77 K must be found before tbe full technological 
potential of these materials can be exploited. 
The other conclusion is a more general one and is that 
nonstoichiometry and associated lack of crystallographic long range order 
leading to surface effects sbould be considered as possible causes of the 
considerable differences that exist in reported KO"(T) data. Although a 
direct comparison of published data is hmdered by the manner in we 
experimentalist report our data, there are simply too many qualitative 
inconsistencies to be attributed solely to grain boundry effects and 
intergr anuiar super con d uct iv ity . 
/ 
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VI& FIGURE CAPTIONS 
1. Scanning electron micrographs of superconducting YBatCu30, 
specimens: (a )  sintered (990OC!, 2000 x magnification; (b) 
recrystalized-from-the-melt ( 1 OSOOC),  500 x magnification.. 
2. Magnetic moment as a function of applied dc magnetic field at T 
177 K: ( a )  sintered specimen and (b )  recrystalized-from-the-melt 
specimen. Inserts show J&H, 77 Kf deduced from rhe 
magnetization curves 
3. DC magnetic susceptibility as a functiion of temperature for three 
values of the applied magnetic field: !a) sintered specimen and (b) 
recrys talized -from- t he- melt specimen 
4. (a1Imbalanced voltageVQ'(T) = &'(TI of the sintered specimen as 
a function of temperature for ihacl -0.13, 0.51,0.91, 1.5,3.1, and 
6.3 Oe. Curves 1 - 6 respectively. VQ*(T)_ (V@'TVhWO.OSl) for 
a amplifier gain of 103. ib)  VR(T) 1 &$IT) as a function of 
temperature for the same values of Ihacl. k) Vq'iT) and id) VR(T) 
for the melted specimen for lhacl =0.09, 0.23, 0.9 1 .and 9.1 Oe. 
Curves 1-4 respectively. (ei VQ*(T) and ( f )  L'RI'T) for a melted 
specimen as a function of temperature for f - 17 Hz and lhacl= 
0.028, 0.12, 0.57 and 1.1 Oe.; curves 1-4 respectively. 
5. (a), t'b1Imbalanced voltages VdT) and V R ~ T I  for the sintered 
specimen as a function of temperature for H - 0, 0.89, 18, 37, 120 
and 220 Oe.; curves 1-6 respectively. ( c ) ,  (d )  similar data for the 
melted specimen. 
6. Imbalanced voltages VdT) andk'R(T) as a function of temperature 
for two powdered specimens: ( a )  560 mg coarse powder, hac - 
0.57 Oe: (b) 180 mg of the fine powder, h u  - 0.76 Oe. Inserts 
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show the dc magnetization and susceptibility data for the finely 
powdered specimen. 
7. hC, and simultaneously obtained V d T )  and VR(T) as funaions of 
temperature for sintered YBCO. (NRL unpublished). 
8. Ahd'(T) and AM"(T) for a TiCrl.65 alloy specimen as fuctions of 
temperature for lhacl = 0.002, 0.05, 0.20 and 1.00 Oe.; curves 1-4 
respectively(J. W. Gibson and R. A. Hein unpublished). 
9. (a) AMIT) and AM"(T) for an annealed Sn specimen as a function 
of temperature(JWG/RAH unpublished); (b 1, (c) VdT)  and VR(T) 
for a machined cylinder of Nb as a function of temperature for 
two values of the ac measuring frequency. 
10. Imbalanced Voltages VdT) and VR(T) with lhxl-0.12 Oe for 
several values of the ac measuring frequency. f-  1 1,44. 1 10, and 
440 Ht, curves a-d respecively. Note shrfts in the zeros of the y- 
axis and overall amplifier gains. 
L 
3 
? 
AM"(T) and AM'YT) of TiCr1.65 as a fuction of temperature for 
several values of applied dc magnetic field.iJWG/RAH 
unpublished 1. 
Imbalanced voltages VdT) and VR(T) as a function of temper- 
ature for several values of the ac measuring frequency with lhacl 
-0.13 Oe. 
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